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Fashion
Fashion changed pretty dramatically around 

this time and in a section focused on the 
Season I want to take a minute to look at 

what Agnes and Sugar would have worn in 
their first Seasons.

The 1875 Look
Tight fitting sleeves

Long waistlines
Corset

Smaller bustles and longer trains



Afternoon Dresses



Evening Dresses



Sugar and Agnes both love the 
Season, but for very different 
reasons, what does this show about 
their characters and the class 
system in general?

Character 
Comparison



Mourning Dresses



—Sugar p. 393

“Anxious to attract as little attention 
as possible, Sugar has adopted a strict 
policy of sober dress. Her wardrobe 
once so sumptuous in its greens blues 
and bronzes, has faded to shades of 
grey and brown; she walks on the 
stylish side of mourning. Against such 
dusky hues the redness of her hair is a 
curse rather than a blessing, and her 
skin appears pale and sickly.”



—Agnes p. 512

“I am relieved to read that you deplore 
the fuss of Mourning as much as I do. 
Isn’t it tiresome? I am to be in crape for 
three months, in black for two, and 
then in half mourning for another 
month after that.”



Beauty 
Standards

• No body hair- depilatory treatments were 
popular

• Blonde- bleaching was in its infancy
• Curls- using hairpieces or the new curling 

irons
• Pale skin- avoid the sun and use face powder
• Hourglass figure- corsets and extreme diets



Looking at beauty standards in the 
1870s, not much appears to have 
changed. What does that say 
about Western society and about 
people in general?

A Reflection 
of Society



—p. 512

“Today, in Agnes’s parlour, she was 
thin as a reed, with a flawless white 
complexion. Of course Agnes, mad 
with curiosity, longed to sweep 
politeness aside and ask, but in the 
end, Mrs Amphlett volunteered the 
secrets, namely: (1) a diet of water, 
raw carrot and mouthfuls of oxtail 
soup, and (2) Rowlands’ Kalydor
Lotion, with a little ‘finishing off’ from a 
face powder.”



—Agnes p. 387-388

“The near-skeletal arms and waist 
given her by her illness are exactly 
what the times require… A segment of 
fruit and a slice or two of cold meat are 
quite filling, she’s found, especially in 
conjunction with a dose of that sweet 
blue tincture recommended by Mrs. 
Gooch. Alone in bed at night, Agnes 
takes especial pleasure in counting 
her ribs.”



How much of Agnes’s behavior can 
be attributed not to her brain 
tumor, but to her drug addiction? 
How much is due to her eating 
disorder?

Agnes



Think about the diet culture and 
disordered eating shown in the 
novel in relation to class and social 
status.

Agnes



1870s Advertising



Perfume Packaging



—Sugar p. 330

“So much luxury, in such excess! An 
essence she might purchase in a tiny 
phial for a considerable sum is so 
abundant here at its source, that it’s 
no doubt poured roughly into barrels 
and the overspills trampled into mud-
or so she fancies.”



—Caroline and Sugar p. 519

“’…Me own mother ‘ad some 
Rackham’s perfume as I recall, for 
special occasions.’ She narrows her 
eyes at a memory as distant as the 
moon. ’One bottle lasts a year!’
‘No, no,’ says Sugar, (making a mental 
note to advise William to expunge that 
vulgar motto from Rackham 
advertising)…”



—p. 421

“The new Rackham’s catalogue is a 
great success, purged entirely of the 
old man’s crude turns of phrase, and 
now so much improved by Sugar’s 
elegant suggestions that there’s been 
a notable increase in orders from the 
gentry."



—Sugar p. 421

“…Why not turn your thoughts to the 
things about Pears you can compete 
with, like… well, like the pretty 
illustrations on their posters and 
labels. They’re very popular, you 
know: I’ll wager half the reason so 
many people are partial to Pears is the 
appeal of those pictures.”



Pears 
Advertisements



So, as we can see in the novel 
advertisement of products and 
Victorian beauty standards are 
very important in the novel, and 
Sugar is well-versed in both. Not 
only because she is a female 
consumer that these are aimed at, 
but also because of her status as a 
sex worker.

Advertising 
in the Novel



—Sugar p. 317

“Anyhow, the underlying principles of 
commerce are so simple, even an 
imbecile could understand them: 
convince your customers you’re 
generous when in fact you’re forcing 
them to pay dear for what you have 
produced cheap. Conversation with a 
boring man likewise has its underlying 
principles. Principle One: humbly 
apologize for your ignorance, even 
when you know what he’s about to 
explain. Principle Two: at the point 
when he grows weary of explaining, 
appear to grasp everything in an 
instant.”



—William p. 377

“’My, my: all this devotion – caused by 
one li’l entry in More Sprees in London. 
Ah, the power of… of advertising!’”



But, I would argue that Sugar is 
more than simply a prostitute or a 
mistress. I think that the key to her 
identity lies within her name. Sugar 
can be read as a ‘sugar baby.’ She 
does far more than simply have sex 
with William, she provides him with 
‘the girlfriend experience.’

Sugar



—Sugar p. 359

“She can try to wash the ink out – and 
if it doesn’t go, or if she can’t be 
bothered, well she can buy a new 
dress. Another envelope from 
William’s bank arrived this morning, 
to add to the others in the bottom 
drawer of her dresser.”



—Sugar p. 443

“She reminds herself that if William 
should decide to cast her out of this 
luxurious nest, she’d be homeless and 
without income…”



—Sugar and William p. 446-447

“’How dreadfully tired you look!’ she 
observes, in a tone of lavish 
commiserations such as might be 
warranted by multiple spear wounds 
or at least a very nasty cat scratch…
He hadn’t realized, until these 
attentions were lavished on him, that 
they’re precisely what he’s been 
longing for since his return home 
yesterday.”



Do you agree or disagree with this 
interpretation of Sugar’s position? Sugar



In a section that was dominated by 
the perspectives of Agnes and 
Sugar, William was often busy 
working but we did see several key 
moments in this section pertaining 
to his character.

William



—William p. 331

“’Be fruitful, and multiply, and 
replenish the earth, and subdue it’ 
(Rackham Senior would lay emphasis 
on this word) ‘and have dominion over 
every thing that moveth upon the 
earth.’"



—Sugar p. 338

“The way he asked her if she liked the 
ornaments he’d chosen for her and, 
having encouraged her to confess she 
didn’t care for the swan on the 
mantelpiece, jovially snapped its 
porcelain neck. She laughed along 
with him, but what the devil was he 
playing at? Was he granting her 
greater licence to be candid – or was 
he letting her know he’s a man who’ll 
happily break the neck of anything 
that has outlived its usefulness?”



What do these passages tell us 
about William? As a man? As a 
businessman? As a husband/lover? 
What does this mean in the future 
for Agnes and Sugar?

William
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